ORGONE

What is Orgone Energy?

Orgone is the name given by Dr. Wilhelm Reich - who spent the latter part of his life researching this phenomenon - to the all pervading omnipresent Life Energy.

Dr. Wilhelm Reich

Wilhelm Reich, who had started in Austria and Germany as a medical doctor and psychiatrist closely associated with Sigmund Freud, has contributed greatly to the understanding of the link between human sexuality and psychology and never ceased to open up new frontiers of knowledge and understanding during his life.

An in depth biography of this eminent scientist can be found at http://orgonomy.org

Yet Reich was not the first or the last one to observe the working of what he observed to be a "living energy" or "anti-entropic force". Before the victory of the mechanistic worldview a few hundred years ago (Newton and Co., you remember?) the concept of a "sea of energy" out of which all material forms manifest was universally known.

This can easily be shown in the Hindu (prana), Buddhist and Taoist (Chi, Ki as in Rei-Ki) traditions of the far east, but continues down to the Greeks (ether) and Romans etc. The same concept is intuitively or explicitly known to all traditional healers of shamanic traditions the world over.

In Post-Newtonian Europe, now (purposely) forgotten personalities such as the Bohemian steel magnate Baron Karl v. Reichenbach or the famous Austrian Anton Mesmer (that's why we still speak of a "mesmerising personality") or Viktor Schauberger contributed valuable research and experiences and were well noted in their time.

In recent years we see not only a re-emergence of life energy based healing techniques such as Reiki (Rei-Ki = Holy Life Energy) but also a convergence of the findings of the most advanced quantum physics with this old "mystical worldview".

Quantum physics in it's drive to mechanistically dissect matter ever further in order to finally arrive at the ultimate elementary particle has finally reached a point where it is forced to question it's own paradigm.
Quantum physicists now question the stability of matter itself and seem to arrive at a concept where elementary particles are seen as mere perturbations "on the surface of an endless sea of energy" which some scientists have agreed to call "Zero point energy" or “Torsion Fields” (Kozyrev et al.). Don't you all hear a few wise Yogis laugh through the millennia over so much foolishness and late dawning of truth? They knew it all along!

I personally believe that the emerging new paradigm is characterised by a fusion of mystic knowledge and quantum physics. Do not expect to read that in the school and university textbooks yet, but you can smell it in the air.

To sum it up: We are talking about a new world view that will finally enable us to integrate the paranormal and other observations that are not readily explained with the increasingly obsolete models of mid-20th century physics and resolve the contradictions between Einstein’s relativity theory and quantum physics.

**Entropy and Disentropy**

Entropy is the principle of reduction of complexity, thereby liberating the stored energy. This takes place when we burn fossil fuels, split the atom or basically any technological process that mankind has recently come up with. Entropy is the idea of destroying something in order to utilise it or rather a minimal aspect of it!

We can find that the scientific paradigm of mainstream 20th century thinking understands only processes that are based on entropy. The ultimate idea of entropy is death because at some point in the future all differences in energy levels (potentials) must necessarily be depleted.

The concept of orgone postulates a principle that is opposed to entropy, a creative organising force. This force can be equated with life. Strangely, although our well equipped and funded corporate and state scientists can describe many intricate processes in living organisms the miracle of life itself must and does remain an enigma to them.

We find the idea of two opposing tendencies in the universe in the old eastern teachings of Yin and Yang but also in Sigmund Freud’s (an early Mentor of Wilhelm Reich) Eros and Thanatos.

Learning to harness the creative power of Orgone will lead to an understanding of what is now called “free energy”, a concept ridiculed by entropic science because it contradicts the “2nd Law of Thermodynamics”. (read 2nd Law of Entropy)

**IS ORGONE ALWAYS GOOD?**

The way Reich observed it, orgone is omnipresent and the basis of all life processes. He observed the same principle in the forming of galaxies etc. as on a cellular or macro-biological level.

His earlier research into psychological disorders had shown him, that when this energy is blocked by traumatic memories, manifesting in constant muscular tension (he called that armouring) this energy becomes Deadly Orgone or DOR. (the resulting character of an extremely armoured person he befittingly called "pestilential")

As the environmentally threatened world we have created over the last few hundred years is only a mirror of our upset and unbalanced collective psyche, the same principle applies environmentally. One could say the growing deserts on this planet are an expression of the "deserts in our heart".
Deserts of the heart – deserts of the planet

Wilhelm Reich, who also deserves credit for inventing the first cloud-buster, did demonstrate the working of DOR in the forming of deserts and developed a method to disperse DOR concentrations by grounding them into sufficiently large water bodies.

Whenever the atmosphere feels stale, oppressive or dead and when you observe a particular blackness in cloud formation you are in fact experiencing a high and unhealthy DOR concentration. Reich successfully experimented with orgone accumulators to cure cancer patients, as he observed cancer to be a biopathy resulting from the blocked life energy in a highly DOR infested body. He observed that the accumulation of orgone was stimulated by a layered combination of organic and metallic material. Reich used some kind of then common chipboard and sheet metal to build man-sized boxes into which the patient would go.

While the results were quite staggering, Reich's devices had one decisive shortfall: They accumulated whatever energy type (DOR or OR) was present in the environment. This was all fine in the remote part of the US where Reich had his Orgone Institute in the 40's and 50s, but in an even more DOR polluted environment like today this may be outright dangerous and all Reich's contraptions had to always be handled with care.

FROM ACCUMULATOR TO GENERATOR

(IN COMES DON CROFT)
Don, among many other inspirational deeds, can take credit for having made the step from ORGONE ACCUMULATOR TO ORGONE GENERATOR. He observed that a matrix of metallic particles suspended in organic material did the same as
Reich's layers of metal and wooden board. The addition of quartz crystals allowed the energy thus created to be projected in a much wider field. The decisive innovation was that these devices were shown to create positive, life affirming ORGONE even in the presence of strong sources of DOR output. They even showed the exciting property of feeding from negative energy and converting it into positive Orgone or POR. This lead to the development of the now well known Don Croft Cloud-Buster and the small Orgone Generator (dubbed by Don as the "Holy Hand grenade") The cloud buster movement has become a lively and fast growing community as the positive effects can be experienced hands on. Only a few westernised people can see "subtle energies", but everybody can see chemtrails disappear, dry regions experience new nice and gentle rainfall patterns and plants in his neighbourhood put on a whole new freshness. This loose network is based on empirical observation and lively discussion between it's informally linked members.

WHAT ARE WE UP AGAINST?

If we want to follow the emerging consensus of a growing number of alternative historians and independent researchers, an effort for total control and domination by a small “elite” of barren entropy minded people is being carried forward on all levels of human existence: Spiritual, mental, material, financial, political and military. The foundations of this “elite’s” hypnotic spell over humankind are to be sought in its occult, ritualistic-satanic orientation and secret society network.

The back of the 1$ Federal Reserve Note: Symbol of occult rule

Many excellent books have been written about single and combined aspects of this conspiracy to move the world from a polycentric world of diversity to a “One World Government” in a “New World Order”. Because open coercion has proven counterproductive to this group in many ways, more covert ways of reaching the goal had to be devised. Since much of the information on the secret control agenda of this group is presented in a disempowering way, overwhelming the reader with despair and thereby preventing the half-awakened individual from taking any systematic and goal oriented action, we would like to focus on the steps that can be taken to disable and reverse the technologies deployed against us by these highly unbalanced personalities. It is to be noted that the ubiquitous microwave transmitters, sold to the populace as necessary for cell phone communications play a major role in the undeclared war against humankind. Interestingly we often find whole arrays of these deadly entropy transmitters concentrated in natural
vortex points, often in very remote areas where no presence of any paying network subscribers could ever be quoted to justify the massive “firepower” concentrated there.

Mountaintop Array above Tzaneen

For too long the attention of researchers has been hypnotically transfixed to the well known HAARP installation in Alaska and its European counterpart EISCAT. The truth is that HAARP-like weather manipulation and mind control (Brain Entrainment, subliminal messages etc) is perpetrated through the dense network of worldwide transmitter sites.

characteristic HAARP ripples over Johannesburg

More rippled skies over Johannesburg
The spraying of thick layers of heavy metal and bio-toxin laden artificial clouds (chemtrails) seems to augment these covert environmental weapon systems of the “psychotronic age” (a term aptly coined by former US National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzeziński).

Luckily the placement of only one, sometimes a few more small orgone generators (called Towerbusters) transforms a cell phone tower from death-force emitter to a veritable orgone generator, while the presence of an orgonite cloud buster opens up the sky and dissolves chemtrails. Apparently by strengthening the self healing capacity of the bio-physical system “air”, the poisonous soup is transmuted into harmless components because nobody has ever seen toxic fallout come down at places where cloud busters do their work.
THE ARSENAL OF THE (PEACEFUL) ORGONE GUERILLERO

Orgonite
The name Orgonite was first used by Karl Welz, who discovered this powerful compound material in the 1980s and used it to build orgone generators mostly for radionics machines. Orgonite is a matrix of metal particles suspended in resin. Normally the mix should be 50/50 by volume.

Other than the layered structure of organic and metallic substances in Reich’s original ORACS, which concentrate Orgone inside a box, this matrix has a generally vitalising effect in all directions. Our explanation is that it works like multiple ORACS in all directions, thereby converting stagnant (DOR) Energy back into spiralling positive energy flow. This is the secret of the user-friendliness of all devices built with orgonite. They cannot concentrate DOR! This is often hard to understand for people who have spent considerable time researching the classical devices invented by Dr. Reich.

So that some of the more orthodox “orgonomists” (every great thinker unwittingly creates his orthodoxy after a while) have issued misguided warnings against the deployment of orgonite devices thereby completely misrepresenting what orgonite devices achieve and how they work.

The Don Croft Style Orgonite Cloud Buster

The Don Croft Style Orgonite CB or Chembuster consists of 6 copper pipes 28mm (2 3/8”) in a circular placement. Length approx. 1800mm (6’) These are mounted in an orgonite base of approx. 9l (2 gal) we use normal household buckets as moulds. Each Pipe has an end cap at the bottom and a double terminated crystal mounted in that end cap. The crystal works as an amplifier of the energy exchanged through the pipe.

Strong positive effects have been observed for distances of over 150 km after placing a CB. Other than the Reichian CB the Croft CB is not meant to be used for active weather manipulation, but rather as a general healing tool that needs no attendance or operating as such. It will just create a positive orgone field in it’s wider surrounding, thereby stimulating self healing processes on all levels: climatic, biological and mental (!)
Ingredients of a cloud-buster

The Holy Hand Grenade

The Holy Hand grenade

The Name is borrowed from Monty Python's "The holy Grail" btw. A HHG is the perfect personal orgone generator for house and garden, but can also be used to revitalise natural vortexes or neutralise strong DOR emitters in the environment. It is made from an orgonite cone and has 5 crystals to draw in and diffuse energy. 4 are placed in a cross formation at the bottom (tips pointing outward if single terminated) and one in the top, pointing upward. Originally the HHG was designed to neutralise microwave towers as well, but it was soon found out that for most simple microwave towers much less is needed and since there are so many of these towers, we have to use our resources sparingly.

The Towerbuster

The Towerbusters shown here are made in simple muffin forms and weigh approx 3-4 oz. (100-120g) Also Plastic cups can be used or almost everything else that will hold a bunch of metal savings and some resin until it is set. The crystals used here can be of low quality and breakage is absolutely fine. We also put amethyst and often pyrite dust inside as that makes the energy stronger. 1 or 2 TBs hidden near a normal microwave tower, will normally be enough to neutralise a normal cell phone tower with visible and instantly noticeable effects. Either dig it in with a small garden shovel or find a nice undisturbed hiding place. The environment will say “Thank You”.

The Earth Pipe

Earth pipes are a recent addition to the arsenal. Their main purpose is the neutralisation of threats
from underground. Whether you believe in aliens or not is up to you, but there’s a lot of DOR already coming out of the underground military installations of your own government.

The earth pipe is a hollow copper pipe, approx 13” with a 5” orgonite plug. A single terminated quartz crystal with a special coil is inserted, pointing from the plug towards the hollow end. The pipe gets driven into the soil with the hollow end pointing downward. Wherever you notice particularly nasty energies and there is no visible source for that above ground caution commands to hammer a few earth pipes into the ground.

The Etheric Stick Hand Grenade

The ESH is similar, only we make it standing in the muffin form we also use for TBs. It’s a copper pipe half filled with orgonite and is used for water gifting. I.e. re-vitalisation of water bodies, rivers, lakes, the “seven seas”, you name it…

Orgone activists worldwide have come up with many derivatives of these basic tools, which to describe would burst the limits of this essay.

THE QUEST OF ORGONISE AFRICA

Friederike and Georg Ritschl of Orgonise Africa
At Orgonise Africa we have made it our mission to reverse the negative effects of entropic technology and secret bio-chemical warfare (chemtrails) on the continent of Africa. These effects are most pronounced in the reversal of the life threatening droughts predicted (planned) in the last 3 years.

For this purpose we have undertaken numerous expeditions that have led us into many African countries, including Zimbabwe, South Africa, Mozambique, Lesotho, Swaziland, Botswana, Namibia, Uganda, Malawi, Zambia and Tanzania.

![State of orgone gifting in Southern Africa July 2005](image)

The strategy followed in our expeditions is to lay out at least a thin grid of towerbusters, neutralising at least most of the entropy transmitters in one country and other obvious sources of negative energy such as battle fields, ritual murder sites, prisons, police stations and Masonic lodges.

Holy Hand Grenades are reserved for death tower arrays of particular strength, places of high symbolic importance (battlefields, graves of important illuminati figures) and natural vortex points.

![Cecil John Rhodes’ grave in the Matopos Hills, Zimbabwe - Gifted!](image)

Cecil John Rhodes’ grave in the Matopos Hills, Zimbabwe - Gifted!

![Battlefield of Isandlwana - Gifted](image)

Battlefield of Isandlwana - Gifted

Water bodies are gifted with etheric stick hand grenades and TBs.
Don tossing it into the source of the Nile in Uganda

Where ever we suspect alien or secret military underground bases we use earth pipes, hammered into the ground.
Mostly, funds permitting, we take a few orgonite cloud busters with us that we leave with suitable custodians in the target area.

Kenny Ngwenya’s Cloud buster in Zimbabwe

Inaugurating it properly: The rain queens of Ingalele

Mr. Mbinga, his 2 sons and Arjen
We are looking for strong natural vortex points as ideal locations. Whenever we can, we try to find traditional spiritual healers as recipients of our CBs. Our experience throughout Africa is that these highly developed individuals always feel the energy and intuitively understand the working and benefits of our CBs. Always with no exception!

Credo Mutwa: proud owner of a CB

Checking it out: Ugandan spiritual healer Kizira
Himba elder using HHG to communicate with the spirit of deceased chief (Namibia, near Opuwo)

So far we have distributed approximately 12000 of these various orgone generators, among them some 40 cloud busters over an area of more than 3.5 mio km2. more than 150,000km was travelled on various expeditions in order to gift these often remote and undeveloped areas.
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Read some Books by David Icke, Jim Marrs, Eustace Mullins etc, if the references to a sinister Cabal aiming to create a totalitarian New World Order sound new to you.

Generally learn to read BETWEEN THE LINES!

WEBSITES

Ethereic Warriors Forum
Don Croft’s forum discussing orgone and beyond

Quebec Orgone
Another legitimate orgone site

Ascension 2000: Article about Dr. Kozyrev
Ignore all the channelled ascension stuff and read only about the new physics of Dr. N.A. Kozyrev

www.orgoniseafrica.com